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(3) Shorebird habitat

usually presents problems that are not encountered in banding land birds.
(a) Nets set on an open beach or mud na t are usu ally si lhouetted
against the sky making them more visible to th e bi rds. Nets
are least visible during early eveni ng, just bef or e dawn, and
on cloudy days. In sandy locations sand colored net s are
very effective.
(b) Winds are always stronger along the waterfront.
Strong and
shifting winds are best handled by setting nets individually,
i.e., independent of eachother.
Nets strung up together in a
line are impossible to move quickly.
Individual nets can be
readily moved and adjusted to face into the wind.
(c) Changing tides require moving nets frequently.
Extra caution
should always be used with an incoming tide.
If a net is
loaded with birds while the tide is rapidly coming in, the
pole in deepest water should be pulled out and ''walked" towards the beach, pivoting in a half circle, and then reset.
Nets set when the tide is going out are less hazardous.
(d) Shorebirds often travel in flocks.
Nets set over water cannot
be left untended even for a few minutes.
The weight of a flock
of shorebirds caught simultaneously can collapse a net, drowning many or all the birds.
The lowest shelf of the nets should
be at least 18 inches above the water.
Birds caught in the
lowest shelf are always removed first.
Along the coast it is
often not necessary to set nets d:imctly over the water as the
flocks of shorebirds usually fly along the shoreline in favorite feeding areas.
(e) Soft mud and wet sand do not provi de stu rdy support for net
poles.
Nets may t end to sag even when empt y . !JJnger pol es
can be set deeper and are bes t pl ace d at an angle, to ps of
poles being fa rthe r apar t t han bottoms of pol es. Weig hte d
pole holders can be used also but these contraptions are
difficult
to transport and have a tendency to get stuck in
the mud, making their removal a problem.
9f) Floating debris is another hazard that is often encountered.
Banders should also be thoroughly familiar with the netting
area and avoid all stationary booby traps such as posts,
anchors, navigation markers, and any objects that are lodged
in the mud. Netting area should be studied at low tide when
such objects are clearly visible.
(4)

Emergency Tactics

In the event that a whole flock of birds collapses a net the net
should quickly be removed from the poles and carried to safer ground.
(This is one of the reasons why it is essential
to have an assistant.)
Other nets should be quickly furled before tackling the collapsed net.
If the larger mesh nets are used there is no need to try to open uo the
net.
Just stretch it lengthwise on the ground in an area that is free
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from shells, driftwood, and other debris.
the birds will scratch and get it in their
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Dry sand should be avoided as
eyes. Moist sand is ideal.

Even though a collapsed net may look like a hopeless mess, the birds
are not difficult
to remove. There is less chance of injury as they do
not struggle much when they are on the ground. Any birds in obvious
distress
should be removed first.
Next remove the jumpers, such as Ruddy
Turnstones and other larger birds.
Birds that tend to jump can cause
injury to the other birds that are close to them. The small Sandpipers
usually sit quietly on the ground and seldom struggle very much.
Early one evening we had a flock of 40 shorebirds collapse a net but
using this method we had !!2_ casualties.
Other than a few small abrasions
all 40 birds were banded and released in good condition.
This type of incident clearly explains why efficiency,
speed, and
cooperative teamwork are particularly
essential
for successful shorebird
banding.
58 Steamboat Landing Road, Cheesequake, South Amboy, N.J.

MEMORIAL
FUND
Members of the Warburton family have given the largest contribution
received to date ($75.00) to EBBA's Memorial Fund in memory of Benjamin
John t✓arburton, who died suddenly November 8, 1962.
All of us who knew and shared banding experiences with Ben Warburton
cannot help but be pleased that this generous donation swells the Fund,
the income from which will be used to stimulate research in the field of
ornithology through the use of bird banding techniques.

